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Abstract:
At present, our city is facing a series of problems brought about by the rapid
development, such as the pressure of accelerating the speed of industrialization
iteration, the pressure of business transformation, the pressure of cultural protection,
the pressure of social stratification, etc. These pressures lead to the change of people’s
living mode and consumption mode. Many traditional commercial blocks are
gradually declining. Some old historical blocks, though located in the downtown area
of the city, have not been able to keep up with the pace of urban development. In the
process of urbanization, we will demolish many old local buildings. Rather than spend
a lot of money, it is better to use these old streets and alleys to find new channels for
the fusion of historical culture and the characteristics of the times. It is the greatest
protection of our excellent cultural genes and the better use of the rich cultural
treasures where history resides. The culture accumulated in a place is the overlap of
old and new symbiosis in different times. The dynamic design of the cultural and
commercial street is to use the “city collage” method to deal with the time-space
relationship of the new and old buildings. It is neither a “modern street” that
emphasizes the result, nor a “conservation area of ancient construction” that traces the
source, but through The reorganization and integration with a sense of the times allow
the historical structure of the city to participate in the current and future urban
development. In the face of the rapid development of the city, only by seeking the
way of change can it survive forever. This study will focus on the cultural
transformation of commercial streets, focusing on one of the core parts of the
Transformation - the design of moving lines. Through literature reading and case
studies of the ancient buildings in Foshan south of the Five Ridges Xintiandi, this
paper analyzes and summarizes them. This paper discusses some excellent strategies
and methods in the transformation of traditional buildings, explores the innovation of
the dynamic design of cultural and commercial blocks, and strives to provide some
reference for the transformation design of commercial streets in the future.
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1. Theoretical Research on Related Concepts

1.1. An Overview of the Foot Traffic
Traffic flow design is in understanding the relevant groups traffic flow law under

the premise of induced by function arrangement and environment, design conform to
the behavior of the functional requirements move line structure and form, scientific
organization and guide people’s behavior, coordinate space organization and activities,
organically unified space continuous arrangement and the order of time, give full play
to the function of the business unit, Create value for the whole business district.
Generally speaking, moving line design can be understood as the design of motion
guidance system, connection system and axis system in commercial space. [1]

1.2. Traffic Flow Affect People’s Behavior
Kevin Lynch described the behavior of consumers in shopping space in Urban

Intention “when shopping, people sometimes go to each stores, and sometimes chat
with acquaintances, or sit and rest look around the activities of others, or eat
something, see fountain or listen to music, to buy the proper products for the purpose,
after searching for a period of time, rest, eat and entertain to relax and relieve fatigue
before moving on.” [2]. Therefore, it can be seen that consumers have two purposes
when consuming, the first is the conscious purpose of buying goods, and the second is
the unconscious purpose of leisure and entertainment (Figure 1). In this way, the
design of the traffic flow in the commercial street requires more guidance, and the
way of road access is more inclined to the design of consumer behavior trajectory.

Figure 1. The guidance of street landscape to consumer shopping.

The traffic flow of the block is full of temperature. Different from the traffic flow of
the shopping mall, in the commercial block, consumers are more likely to find a sense
of belonging, even if they do not have the purposes of consumption, they will be
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deeply impressed, and the number of contacts with consumers will gradually increase,
because the place has become an important occasion in the mind of consumers.A
good example is IKEA, which shows the combination effect of various styles of
furniture to consumers to make them yearn for it. As time goes by, consumers will be
more willing to pay for their emotions.

1.3. Traffic Flow is the Lifeblood of the Commercial Street
With the development of society, the foot traffic formed by the nodes, links and

architectural environment of the commercial street is complementary to the
commercial street and is the embodiment of the characteristics of the commercial
street. Reasonable moving line can make the commercial street win more chances for
success and become more popular. On the contrary, unreasonable foot traffic is lack
of attraction, can not control people's behavior, low economic benefits.Therefore, the
design of traffic flow determines the success or failure of the commercial street.
Today's business model is no longer just for the purpose of sales, but for people. After
all, it is not a wholesale market. It is very important to meet the psychological needs
of consumers and meet the commercial value of the whole block. Therefore, the
reasonable configuration of leisure space and sales space is particularly critical.
A lot of times, we focus too much on the sales model and not enough on the leisure

spaces. Business also needs leisure space, because leisure space is not independent,
for the store owners, can be used as a display space. For example, the bar street is
made into A Hawaiian style. All kinds of warm color lighting, European landscape
and delicate greening will bring consumers psychological feelings they need, and also
get more display surface for their products from another Angle. In this way, emotional
factors are imprinted to consumers.
Good traffic flow design is a good guarantee of the integrity of the whole

commercial block space experience. It can integrate with local culture and form a
diversified and personalized space together.

2. Cultural and Commercial District Overview and Development

2.1. Features
There are essential differences between cultural commercial blocks and traditional

commercial blocks. Here, we make a slight study from three aspects: name, landscape
and format.
Designation: The name of a professional commercial street often reflects the

location of the commercial street and the type of goods it operates. Professional
commercial streets will save the market cost of shop operators, such as Sanlitun Bar
Street in Beijing. Consumers can get the information they need from its name to
facilitate consumption decisions.
Landscape: for an old street, good landscape planning will undoubtedly add points

to the project, and at some key points, there will be symbolic landscape sketches, and
the whole street will also have unified style of landscape decoration. It can be seen
that how to plan and design a commercial street project and how to grasp the planning
and design criteria is an important issue for developers.
Business type: in order to stimulate the potential of the block, the reconstruction

design will emphasize the highly intensive and highly complex business type. Cultural
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tourism, residential, commercial and office are all in a state of interlock, and a large
number of residential and cultural tourism will bring continuous vitality to the
business.

Figure 2. The "giant panda" in Taikoo Li has become a holy land for punching cards.

2.2. Advantages
If a neighborhood has culture, the people who walk in it have culture. This is the

biggest selling point of the cultural district.The interior of this spatial pattern consists
of public space connecting multiple monomer buildings to form low-density building
groups, and using buildings and external space to form a spatial system similar to
urban texture.This model focuses on public ownership of land, has good openness,
and provides public, beautiful entertainment and leisure places for citizens. It can also
be effectively linked with the urban traffic system, urban green space system and
urban landscape system, and become an organic part of the city [3].
(1) New landmark of the city: As the renovation of the old block, cultural and

commercial block injects new vitality into the traditional downtown. Because it is a
unique historical resource, it can even become the name card of the city, as the
highlight of the city's external publicity and the punch card of the public (Figure 2).
(2) Unified style: the production technology of the old houses is almost the same,

and the texture of the streets is also same. In this surroundings, the cultural
transformation of the commercial streets is easier to achieve a unified style and
highlight the characteristics.For example, Chengdu Taikoo Li, seen from the air, has a
uniform dark Chinese roof (Figure 3). The consistent metal veneer on the facade is
like a market through time and space in the city.
(3) Convenient transportation: the main service object of the cultural commercial

block is the pedestrian, reasonable and comfortable width, and the road of the block is
accessible in all directions, which makes a good connection between the internal
space and the external space.

Figure 3. Roof with the same style of old and new buildings in Taikoo Li.
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3. Influence of Changes in Consumption Patterns on Business
Traffic Flow

The traditional consumption mode is a simple transaction of commodities. In order
to meet the necessities of shopping malls, consumers mainly decide whether to trade
according to the cost performance of commodities. With the improvement of the
living standard of the masses, the material consumption begins to meet the basis of
entertainment and leisure consumption service form transition. [4]

3.1. Purpose of Consumption
With the development of economy, people’s consumption concept has changed a lot

compared with ten years ago ( Figure 4). From the original way of purchase to meet
the needs of life, to the current mode of emotional consumption, which is the renewal
of consumption purpose driven by people’s subjective ideas.And this kind of
ideological concept change, be closely bound up with economic condition. In the
early years, most Chinese people were not rich, and the need for food, rice, oil and
salt, meals and clothing came first. This was the traditional consumption pattern,
which was a simple commodity transaction. Today, China has gradually become well-
off, food and clothing is the most basic needs, people began to pursue a change in the
quality of life, buy a thing, consider more factors, pay more attention to the “added
value” of goods. From buying goods, to buying “time”, buying fun, buying quality,
buying service... This is where culture leads to a change in the purpose of
consumption.

Figure 4. Consumption concept and pattern change.

J. Naisbitt, a famous futurist, pointed out in His book Big Trends that whenever a
new technology is introduced into society, human beings must produce a response that
needs to be balanced, that is, a high emotion; otherwise, the new technology will be
rejected. [5]
Thus it can be seen that consumer sentiment is the mainstream mode today, popular

standard goods are increasingly out of favor, and the demand for personalized goods,
services and experience is getting higher and higher. People like to pursue goods or
services that contribute to their personal image and differentiate themselves, and a
good example of this model is cultural and creative products.

3.1.1. Way to Travel
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In the early days, the consumption power of Chinese citizens was low. Therefore,
the development of pedestrian commercial building is relatively slow, and the form of
pedestrian line is single, which lacks necessary care for human nature. The variety of
shops on pedestrian line is also relatively single, which ignores the psychological
feelings of consumers and has poor experience. As a whole, it is still in the early stage
of development.
At present, people’s consumption travel mode is very different. First of all, the rise

of e-commerce has brought great pressure to the real economy. People can buy their
favorite goods without going out half a step, while shopping is more about traveling
and relaxing. Secondly, as the pace of the city is getting faster and faster, the time for
people to “shop” is greatly reduced. In addition, the emergence of large shopping
centers such as commercial complexes has a wide range of radiation, which enables
people to complete the purchase purpose in a “one-stop shop” and changes the flow of
people.

3.1.2. Consumption Experience
People’s needs determine the development of traffic flow design. According to the

consumer research report Cities Come Alive Because of You, travelers are paying
more attention to four things in their shopping process: One is exploration, like
exploring diverse local conditions, cultural characteristics; Second is make yourself
happy, not hesitate to spend more money, generous reward yourself; Third, open,
willing to go to the local and make local friends; Fourth, uniqueness, refusing to stay
the same and pursuing unique experience.
In the final analysis, people pay more attention to the consumption experience, and

the mobile design is people-oriented. In today’s commercial streets, culture and the
behavior of these people are integrated into the mobile design.
In his book Experiential Marketing, Bernd H. Schmidt divides different forms of

experience into five types [6] (Figure 5):

Figure 5. Five experience modes.

(1) Perceptual experience: through sensory experience, the feelings of visual,
auditory, tactile and olfactory sensory organs are applied in experiential marketing to
stimulate consumers’ purchase desire and increase the added value of products.
(2) Thinking experience can arouse consumers' surprise and interest in a creative

way, excite their brain nerves and lead to concentrated or dispersed thinking about
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problems, so as to create cognitive and problem-solving experience for consumers.
Ikea's marketing model is just like this. It shows the combination effect of various
styles of furniture to consumers and makes them yearn for it, thus promoting the
consumption behavior of goods.
(3) Behavioral experience, increase the consumer’s participation experience, so that

consumers participate in the increase of interaction, deepen the understanding of
consumers, change their understanding. Various DIY consumer experiences are
accord with this type.
(4) Emotional experience enables consumers to feel various emotional factors in the

place, including the attribution of the place and cultural identity.
(5) The connected experience enables consumers to relate to a broad social system,

thereby building brand preferences.

4. Investigation and Analysis of Lingnan New World Cultural
Commercial District in Foshan

4.1. Project Overview

4.1.1. Geographical Distribution
(1) Foshan Lingnan New World is located in the center of Donghuali, Ancestral

temple, Chancheng District, Foshan city (Figure 6). It has long history and culture,
high visibility. This project covers an area of 65 hectares (52 hectares of net land area)
with a total construction area of 1.5 million square meters. Located in ancestral temple
district, the core of Chancheng District in the center of Foshan, adjacent to Donghuali,
a famous national cultural preservation unit, it enjoys a high position of respect in the
whole city and is one of the few traditional rich areas with profound historical
deposits in China. Donghuali Area of ancestral temple is not only the traditional
business center, but also the historical and cultural core area of Foshan. It is the
historical and cultural block with the most intensive cultural relics and historic sites,
the largest scale and the most complete preservation of traditional features. Donghuali
district has witnessed the glorious history of Foshan, preserved the essence of Lingnan
culture, and condensed the profound folk culture, bustling commercial atmosphere
and distinctive living conditions of the past.
(2) Ancestral temple unique functions and a strong commercial atmosphere.

Ancestral temple areas in Donghua reform began in 2008, helped by the governmen
of Foshan city and Tancheng city, the ancient architectural complexes in Donghua to
repair in the form of “repair the old as old”, at the same time, using the modern
technique, the whole area into a set of culture, tourism, housing, business as one of the
integrated block.
(3) The project is located in the important core of Foshan central business district

group and is in a leading position in the commercial network system. From the
perspective of the surrounding environment, Lingnan World mainly consists of
shopping mall projects, high-end grade A office buildings, high-end residences and
hotels owned by Shui On Group. In terms of consumption, the consumption per
person in Lingnan World is basically equal to that in Shenzhen and Guangzhou. It
can be said that at present Lingnan Tiandi has become an important landmark of
Foshan and even the whole South China.
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Figure 6. Location distribution of Lingnan World.

4.1.2. Human Environment
Lingnan New world has found a certain balance between local residents and tourists.

Local people come for leisure and tourists come for play, each taking what they need,
so that the commercial street will not only serve tourists. Therefore, the most
“authentic” cultural atmosphere can be found at the same time.
The commercial street is a project for urban renewal in the historical block. It has a

major premise, namely, to protect the local history. The preserved block style with a
long time span and a large class span are unique historical resources in the local area
(Figure 7). Foshan people have a special liking for ancestral temple, and the project is
built next to ancestral temple, surrounded by a variety of traditional gardens open to
the outside world, restoring a strong cultural atmosphere of the ancient town as a
whole.

Figure 7. Old buildings in Lingnan World.

In this commercial street, the ancient buildings under legal protection are repaired
and protected strictly in accordance with the protection law of cultural relics, so as to
achieve “repair the old as old”. The building texture and facade features have not
changed much.

4.2. Take the Clock with the Cultural Characteristics of “Meeting the New and
Feeling the Old”

4.2.1. The Street Style in Combination with the Old Buildings
Walking in Lingnan world , the ubiquitous old buildings seem to bring people back

to the Lingnan town in those days. I have to say that the project is extremely exquisite
in the treatment of details.
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As a sample of restoring the old as old, Lingnan World retains many old buildings,
which are scattered on the main traffic flow (Figure 8). These old buildings have
become the representative of our block style and become the unique characteristics of
Lingnan World, closely adhering to the theme of “Lingnan”. After careful study, these
old buildings are not fabricated out of thin air, they come from the depths of the
memory of the older generation, greatly improving the sense of viewing the street
traffic flow.

Figure 8. Old buildings in Lingnan world.

In order to unify with the whole style of Lingnan world. There are two ways to
introduce “trendy” shops: the first is “old combine with new”, which uses the old
buildings in the original blocks to transform and upgrade. The second is “new
combine with old”, adding Lingnan style elements to retain the original sense of The
Times. Just like Starbucks and other international chain brands, they also specially
design the “old version” - hanging wooden plaques, decorating palace lanterns, bird
cages and old-fashioned style furniture... The introduction of such new shops is also
the interpretation of the theme of “New Wrold”.

4.2.2. Landscape Nodes Integrated with the Environment
Landscape nodes can be described as atmospheric factors in commercial streets. In

this Lingnan World project, the distribution of landscape nodes is also exquisite. They
are distributed in conspicuous places along the traffic flow and become the focus of
the eyes of passers-by on every road section. This distribution pattern is like a large
net covering the whole block (Figure 9), which becomes the "points" on the traffic
flow and the “faces” of the whole commercial block through the connection of the
road “lines”.

Figure 9. Node distribution.

The landscape nodes in the project include exhibition buildings, various fountain
squares, and entrance landscape sketches, etc. The existence of these landscape nodes
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not only plays a decorative role, but also strengthens the interaction between people
and the street and people.Just like the fountains and trees in the streets, they are
beautiful and can be used for people to take photos and punch the clock, so that the
moving lines are not boring, but more interesting and representative. In addition, there
are rest places in the landscape nodes, thus creating more opportunities for human
interaction.

4.2.3. Integration of Guiding System and Cultural Elements
In addition to satisfying the function of indication, the design of guiding system

should also emphasize certain aesthetic expression. Modern guide system design is
beginning to pay attention to people’s emotional and psychological experience, as
well as the harmonious coexistence with the environment and space. [7] Lingnan
World signage system is designed with regional cultural characteristics, absorbing
local traditional cultural elements, continuing the inner context of the city, and
making pedestrians’ experience of the city richer and deeper.
In the project of Lingnan World, the design of the guiding system mainly consists

of two types: one is the signboard erected on the side of the street or wall and
integrated with the plants; the other is the bronze metal text embedded on the brick
wall to guide. These guiding systems are not obtrusive, and the ability to convey
information is also very strong, especially in the evening, the lighting guidance in a
glance, and does not occupy the public space, simple and generous.
For Lingnan World, a commercial district that emphasizes cultural architecture, the

overall beauty is particularly important. How to integrate the guide system into the
environment quietly and become a landscape sketch in the environment is a test for
designers. (Figure 10)

Figure 10. Part of the navigation system integrated into the environment.

4.2.4. HMaterial Application on Traffic Flow Space Structure
When wandering in Lingnan World, you can see brick, wood, ceramics and other

commonly used construction materials everywhere, which are also the representatives
of Lingnan World.
Brick and stone are used in road paving and building walls (Figure 11), giving

people a sense of primitive simplicity. Blue brick is Lingnan almost lost craft, used in
the project is more appropriate. The stone paving on the ground is inspired by the
hemp stone alley at the gate of the old Xiguan House. This stone can bring good
drainage effect to the road on the moving line. Because traffic is not allowed in the
project, the paved stone road is more durable, more varied and antique.Wood is
mostly used in Windows and shelves. The combination of wood and blue brick will be
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very mild and not conflict at all, especially at night, when the atmosphere lights and
wood can give people on the street a more warm feeling. Ceramics is a big name card
of Foshan. Many ceramic sculptures, ceramic benches and ceramic finishes can be
seen in the project, adding a lot of artistic atmosphere to the commercial street.

Figure 11. Application of bricks and stones.

Lingnan World, while considering the functional transformation of its buildings,
also pays attention to the preservation of its original streets and the reappearance of its
historical features. Through the construction materials such as blue bricks, tiles,
wooden beams and stone slabs, it creates a transparent space and a virtual body. At
the same time, draw lessons from ancient pavilions and pavilions, so that the new
architecture is in various shapes and forms, highlighting the temperament of Lingnan.
Fountains, paving, shading plants and so on are used to create the style of the old city
to strengthen the style of Lingnan Ancient City.

4.3. The Key to Attraction of the Street Traffic Flow
Street is the epitome of time, people are the main body of the street, but also the

creator of the street temperature. Whether a commercial street can succeed depends on
people's recognition of it. This section will analyze Lingnan World from the
perspective of flow and experience, and study how it integrates movement and human
behavior to gain popularity and the chance of success.

4.3.1. Traffic Flow Determines the Layout of the Formats
The layout of houses and roads in the Southern Block is characterized by

fragmentary distribution due to the influence of terrain and water, forming a comb
layout structure, which also determines that the overall traffic flow in the streets are
not straight. Under the influence of such moving lines, more display surfaces are
available for the business format in the block (Figure 12). It can be found that almost
every shop has its own unique internal space, so the shops in Lingnan World have
both commonness and individuality.

Figure 12. Stores on multiple display planes.
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The overall positioning of the project is a cultural block with Lingnan
characteristics that integrates traditional characteristic culture and modern leisure
elements (Figure 13). The layout of the business in the project block seems irregular,
but it has special attention. The commercial street mainly focuses on middle and high-
end consumption, taking Lingnan traditional culture as the key and integrating
modern and western tourism and leisure concepts. We can find that the shops on
Active Online are mainly restaurants and snacks, retail, entertainment and cultural
shops are mostly distributed in the alley.

Figure 13. The author draws respectively after investigation.

The project's consumer groups are targeted at people and tourists in the Pearl River
Delta region. In Foshan, the concept of “eating is happiness” is deeply rooted in
Foshan, so catering is also an important place of Lingnan World, put these important
catering on the active line, highlight the characteristics and easy to find.
Different from other places, eating in Lingnan World feels like going to a friend’s

home for dinner. Because the catering in Lingnan World is very diversified, there are
usually no more than two restaurants serving the same type of food, and there are
domestic and foreign special restaurants to meet the needs of customers from different
levels of consumption. It’s like a world tour for your taste buds.

4.4. Changes of Links in Traffic Flow
Style and atmosphere are the most charming place in Lingnan World. When you go

to Lingnan World at different times of the year and when you go to Lingnan World at
different times of the day, you will see different things, which are all due to the
changes in the link of Lingnan World. These changes refer to the lighting design of
the moving line and the updating of the interactive devices. Thanks to the natural
advantages of the old streets of Lingnan World, when evening comes, tourists will
have a good feeling in the street. The formation of this atmosphere is not a
coincidence, but the designer’s setting of the street movement line. There are two
types of scene shaping:
(1) Fixed link. As shown in the picture, various light belts on trees and in the sky

(Figure 13), as well as the warm light in the alley at night, can make visitors
unconsciously relax and feel more integrated. In addition, these fixed links play a
guiding role in the moving line -- visitors are more willing to explore the whole block.
(2) Alterable link. Different from the fixed link, the changeable link (Figure 13) is

updated and interactive with the change of festival content and theme. The advantage
of this approach is to make up for the lack of space on the moving line and enhance
the charm of the moving line.
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Figure 13. Various light belts on trees and in the sky.

In the author’s opinion, the design of the commercial street is based on commerce
and aims to promote people's consumption. The practice of Lingnan World is based
on the characteristics of customers and combined with the characteristics of the
project to create a scene marketing with theme, connotation and interaction.

4.4.1. The Form of the Street Integration
Block type commercial complex is the product of the development of experience

economy, and the design of moving line pays more attention to improving the quality
of consumption experience. Architects simply pursuing the rational function of
moving line can no longer meet the demand of consumers for the quality of
consumption experience. Therefore, the moving line design of block type commercial
complex should not only have reasonable functions, but also design the spatial nodes
of the moving line well, create a good space atmosphere and sense of place, and
improve the quality of consumption experience. [8]
In Lingnan World, Lingnan culture is just the background color of the block, and

new elements are constantly integrated, so that people can “entertain” here.
(1) Spatial narrative
A good design has a temperature.In order to meet the diverse and personalized

needs, Lingnan World, excavates the connotation of Lingnan architecture, historic
sites and culture, and creates a scene that integrates Chinese and western, ancient and
modern, so that every visitor will feel a kind of cultural nostalgia and experience the
fun of crossing the old street.
(2) Interactive
The block is full of all kinds of landscape buildings and landscape sketches, which

tightly capture people's sensory experience of vision, hearing, smell and so on (Figure
14). People are paying for their experience, whether they are clocking in or entering a
store. This kind of experiential consumption is a higher level of consumption behavior
for people to get their emotional and psychological needs on the basis of material
satisfaction.

Figure 14. Interactive landscape.
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4.4.2. Crowd Behavior in Traffic Flow
In Lingnan World, although there are a lot of tourists every day, it is not noisy, as if

you are in a French style street, thanks to the cluster of alleys in the projects. The alley
gives people a sense of calm and serene. In the project, individual alleys are
connected with entrances and exits. When people walk into the block from the hustle
and bustle outside, they will gradually be infected by the atmosphere inside the alley
and become less restless.
The traffic flow in the project is clear for dynamic and static. As mentioned before,

most of the catering space is distributed on the active line, while most of the other
shops are in the inner lane. Therefore, walking on the active main traffic flow will be
more lively than that on the secondary traffic flow, which is more of a sense of style.
People who go to Lingnan World fall into two categories. There are tourists who are

very interested in the experience of the neighborhood, and there is no denying that the
government has put a lot of effort into this area. The other group are locals, mainly for
dinner and entertainment. For a long time, the local old city of Foshan lacks a middle
and high-end food street and bar street (Figure 14). Obviously, Lingnan World,
together with the Creative Industry Park, fills this gap. Therefore, this place is also a
good place for local people or those who live in Zen city for a long time.

Figure 14. Food street and bar street in Lingnan World.

4.5. Traffic flow plan of small scale space
Lingnan World commercial street covers an area of small, compared with

“Shangxiajiu”, “Beijing road”, “Taikoo Li” these commercial streets, the scale is very
small, bu it has just about everything you could wish for, even we will not have the
feeling that the street is small, but is just right to stroll around a circle will not be tired.
This section will analyze the planning mode of Lingnan World movement line from
the perspective of scale and explore how to plan the movement line of small scale
commercial street.

4.5.1. The Fast or Slow Rhythm of Traffic Flow
It can be found from the plan guide of Lingnan World (Figure 15) that there are two

kinds of traffic flow in the block - active main traffic flow and secondary traffic flow.
The active main traffic flow is wider, and the secondary traffic flow is narrower. Their
common feature is that they are smaller in scale. Because traffic is not allowed in the
commercial street, the road is designed in the most suitable scale for people.
It is worth mentioning that such hierarchical traffic flow design will make the

commercial street full of rhythm and vitality, and designers can also arrange the
climax of the design according to the needs. The following is a study of the rhythm of
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commercial streets from three aspects: the main traffic flow, the square and the
secondary eastern traffic flow.

Figure 15. Plane guide overview.

(1) Main traffic flow
In the plane guide picture, we can see that there is an east-west road and a north-

south road in the commercial street. These two roads are winding (Figure 3-19),
connecting the highway entrance. They are the largest road in the whole block and the
main traffic flow in Lingnan World. There are two reasons why the two moving lines
are not straight. First, the old blocks in the south are not standardized due to the
topography, resulting in a lot of corner space. Secondly, this kind of traffic flow with
drawing and releasing can enhance the sense of rhythm, similar to a stream, narrow
places flow faster, wider places flow slower. In this way, the wide road on the active
line becomes the focus of the design. Most of the landscape nodes are in these places,
and people will naturally slow down when passing by.
The two active main traffic flow are also different in material and ground pavement,

and the difference in pavement form can be obviously found at the intersection of the
two main traffic flow.

Figure 16.Winding pavements.

(2) Square:
Square (Figure 17) Based on the main node facilities of cultural and commercial

blocks, in order to enrich and change the space.A new square is built near the
secondary traffic flow to guide people to gather and create a commercial atmosphere.
Such reasonable square node setting plays a good role in controlling the rhythm of the
whole commercial block's traffic flow, dynamic with static , which is exactly where
the breath of the block.
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Figure 17. Square space.

(3) Secondary traffic flow:
street and lane space (Figure 18) belongs to secondary traffic flow. Different from

active traffic flow, the secondary traffic flow is generally flat and straight. An alley
with stores is wider than a cold alley without stores. On the basis of the original
renovation, necessary streets and lanes will be built to make the interaction between
people and people in the commercial block convenient and efficient. Besides, when
people shuttle in the lane, the narrow road will make the tourists stay less and speed
up the journey.

Figure 18. Street Space in Lingnan World.

4.5.2. Multiple Entries Design
The first consideration of the block type commercial complex is the connection

with the external environment, so as to achieve a good purpose of gathering people.
Good accessibility determines its market competitiveness, and the steady flow of
people inside the business determines the success or failure of the complex. [9]
In Lingnan World, a total of 10 entrances and exits are set up. The multiple

entrances design makes the commercial street more flexible. These entrance and exit
general measure is not big, summed up, have in total the following 4 kinds of
functions.
(1) Traffic: intersections play a role in communicating with external streets. There

are many entrances in Lingnan World. In the city, pedestrians can reach the interior of
the block or cross the block more quickly with the help of these entrances.
(2) Culture: Two entrances of the project are reserved with historical buildings. This

kind of landscape node is conducive to the expression of the theme and design
concept of the commercial street itself, and passers-by can better feel the culture.
(3) Communication: There are squares at three entrances of the project. Sometimes,

during holidays, squares are set up as places to hold activities and tourists have more
opportunities to interact with each other.
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(4) Transition: All the intersections of Lingnan Heaven and Earth play a transitional
role. The small entrance is the street space, which can quickly calm down people’s
emotions. The larger entrance has a landscaped building or square that serves as a
transition between inside and outside.

5. Conclusions
In today's material society, pace of life is getting faster and faster for citizens, and

cities are being updated day and night. In first-tier cities like Guangzhou, demolition
and reconstruction work is being carried out every day. As various commercial
complexes and shopping centers are being built, old blocks are also disappearing.
Through the investigation and research in this paper, we can find that tradition and
times can be perfectly integrated, radiating the temperature of the city and meeting
people's emotional needs. The new cultural district is a place that brings people back
from the hectic pace of the city to the warmth of the street through continuous
development and innovation.
This paper starts with the commercial street, one of the representatives of a old city

area, to carry out research, and carries out field research on the successful
reconstruction projects, and focuses on the analysis. This paper summarizes the
advantages and limitations of cultural commercial streets after transformation, and
tries to find the rules of this model, which can provide reference for future space
transformation.
Through this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) Excellent culture plays a force role in the development of commercial streets. A

street in the eyes of the old generation is a book, a movie, a story. Therefore, all good
designs need strong background supports, and excellent traditional culture is the best
background. Only in such designs can there be arguments and temperature.
(2) The design of traffic flow of commercial street is not limited to the "traffic", but

needs to integrate the environment, culture and terrain of the overall space, integrate
human behavior and traffic flow design, and compose the rhythm of traffic flow from
the perspective of spatial dimension on a reasonable basis.
(3) Traffic flow design is actually creating atmosphere, and the consideration of

people plays a crucial role in the design process. Traffic flow needs to be shaped by
emotion, and people consume time in moving line. With the change of time, the link
of Traffic flow provides people with sensory stimulation at different levels, such as
vision, hearing and smell. It is undoubtedly successful to achieve different atmosphere
experience at different times.
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